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In this small note we ask several questions which are relevant to the
construction of the self-consistent neutrino theory of light. The previous con-
fusions in such attempts are explained in the more detailed publication.
The basic idea of the de Broglie-Jordan neutrino theory of light [1]- [24] is: on using the
(1/2, 0)⊕ (0, 1/2) field operators to construct the field operator of the (1/2, 1/2) field, the
4-vector potential, which is used for describing the light. Due to the Pryce theorem [8] we
know that it is impossible to use the solutions of the Dirac equation in order to obtain the
transverse components of the 4-vector potential. As shown by Barbour et al. in the most
elegant way, ref. [10], the Jordan’s anzatz
Aµ(k) =
∫ 1
0
f(λ)ψ((λ− 1)k)γµψ(λk)dλ (1)
reduces to
Aµ(k) = −ikµ
∫ 1
0
f(λ)ϕ(k, λ)dλ , (2)
with
ϕ(k, λ) = lim
m→0
[
1
m
ψ((λ− 1)k)ψ(λk)] (3)
being well-defined in the massless limit. In the above formulas we used the notation: Aµ(k)
is the electromagnetic potential in the momentum space; k is the photon four-momentum;
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γµ is the usual 4 × 4 matrices and ψ is the spin-1/2 states; f(λ) is some suitable weight
function. In the de Broglie theory one has f(λ) = δ(λ− a), a is some constant.
In this connection I have several questions:
• Why do we use the charged particle (electron-positron) 4-spinors in order to construct
the photon states? Indeed, the ψ(λk) was assumed to be solutions of the Dirac equa-
tion. It is natural to call the previous attempts as “the electron theory of light”! But,
if we want to construct the neutrino theory of light one should use the field operator
composed of self/anti-self charge conjugate states, the states which are the eigenstates
of the charge conjugation operator Sc[1/2] = C[1/2]K, and not of the charge operator
Q. Various forms of the operators composed from such states have been proposed
recently by Ahluwalia [25] and myself [26–29]. For instance the equation (46) of [25],
the massive neutrino field operator,1 reads
ν
DL
(x) ≡
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1
2p0
×
∑
η
[λSη (p
µ)aη(p
µ) exp(−ip · x) + λAη (pµ)b†η(pµ) exp(+ip · x)] . (4)
These states are the solutions of different equations; e. g., for the positive-energy
solutions one has
iγµ∂µλ
S(x)−mρA(x) = 0 , (5a)
iγµ∂µρ
A(x)−mλS(x) = 0 , (5b)
where λS,A and ρA,S are the corresponding Fourier transforms of the self/anti-self
charge conjugate 4-spinors constructed on the basis of φ
L,R
(pµ) 2-spinors, respectively.
The 4-spinors of the second kind differ in the parity properties from the Dirac 4-spinors.
The origin of the possibility to have various forms of the field operators (answering to
different physical content) in the same representation of the Lorentz group was noted
and clarified in the forgotten lectures of Wigner [31].
1The present-day experimental data indicate the existence of the mass of neutrino, e. g., ref. [30].
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• I do not understand why physicists were so unpleasant to accept that the 4-vector
potential might be longitudinal (in the sense h = 0). In any theory based on the
Lorentz group representation D(A,B) the relation B − A = h must be satisfied [32].
In this formula h refers to the helicity of physical states. If one uses the representation
D(1/2, 1/2), the physical field must have the helicity h = 0. In fact, we came across
with this theory for the 4-vector potential when we tried to understand the numerous
confusions in the theory of the so-called Kalb-Ramond field, see our recent paper [33].
Our consideration predicts that the transversality/longitudinality of the 4-vector po-
tential in the (1/2, 1/2) representation depends on the chosen normalization. The
explicit forms of the 4-vectors in the momentum representation are
uµ(p,+1) = − N√
2m


pr
m+ p1pr
Ep+m
im+ p2pr
Ep+m
p3pr
Ep+m


, uµ(p,−1) = N√
2m


pl
m+ p1pl
Ep+m
−im+ p2pl
Ep+m
p3pl
Ep+m


, (6a)
uµ(p, 0) =
N
m


p3
p1p3
Ep+m
p2p3
Ep+m
m+
p2
3
Ep+m


, (6b)
(N = m is the normalization and pr,l = p1± ip2). They do not diverge in the massless
limit and can be used to obtain the physical strengths E and B (which are also have
good behavior in the massless limit). Two of the massless functions (with h = ±1) are
equal to zero when the particle, described by this field, is moving along the third axis
(p1 = p2 = 0, p3 6= 0). The third one (h = 0) is
uµ(p3, 0) |m→0=


p3
0
0
p2
3
Ep


≡


Ep
0
0
Ep


, (7)
and at the rest (Ep = p3 → 0) also vanishes. For the first time, the matters related
with the correct choice of the physical normalization have been considered in ref. [34].
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Thus, the field operator composed of (6,7) describes the ‘longitudinal photons’, what
is in the complete accordance with the Weinberg theorem B −A = h. For the sake of
completeness let us present the potential and fields corresponding to the “time-like”
polarization:
uµ(p, 0t) =
N
m


Ep
p1
p2
p3


, B(±)(p, 0t) = 0 , E
(±)(p, 0t) = 0 . (8)
The polarization vector uµ(p, 0t) has the good behavior in m → 0, N = m (and also
in the subsequent limit p → 0) and it may also correspond to some quantized field
(particle). Furthermore, in the case of the normalization of potentials to the mass
N = m the physical fields which correspond to the “time-like” polarization are equal
to zero identically. The longitudinal fields (strengths) are equal to zero in this limit
only when one chooses the frame with p3 =| p |, cf. with the light front formulation,
ref. [35]. In the case N = 1 we have, in general, the divergent behavior of potentials
and strengths. Usually, the divergent part of the potentials was referred to the gauge-
dependent part. But, according to the Weinberg theorem it is the gauge part which is
the physical field.
• Why do the physicists not want to use the electric and magnetic field E and B in
order to obtain the transverse components of the light?2 In fact one can propose the
analogues of the Jordan’s anzatz for the antisymmetric tensor field of the second rank:
Fµν =
∫ 1
0
f(λ)ψν¯((λ− 1)k)σµνψν(λk)dλ , (9a)
F˜µν =
∫ 1
0
f(λ)ψν¯((λ− 1)k)σ˜µνψν(λk)dλ , (9b)
with σµν =
i
2
[γµ, γν ]− and σ˜µν being its dual.
2Unfortunately, the papers [11,24] did not practically draw any attention.
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I think that on the basis of this three observations one can explain many interpretational
confusions in the neutrino theory of light and obtain both transverse and longitudinal com-
ponents of the 4-vector potential from various types of the field operators. The detailed
explanation was presented in another publication submitted to “Nuovo Cimento A”.
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